
Level of English
This course is intended for French pupils who are in “troisième”, aged of 14-15, and study English as their first 
foreign language. The global level of English for these pupils is expected to be A2 in the common European 
Framework of Reference for Languages since they will be graduate on it at the end of the year.

The general overview of this theme is the character of Sherlock Holmes. Literature around him may be too much 
difficult for pupils in “troisième” that is why research around him is preferred in this approach. In this way, the 
scenario the teacher developed is playful since it belongs to the category of the inquiries. In addition, a trip has 
been announced at the beginning of the year so the pupils are well-prepared for it but they do not know on what 
subject it is about and they will discover it by themselves thanks some clues. Vocabulary given in the first classes 
will help them to take part in the subject as well. By the way, this vocabulary stays simple for pupils of this age. 
Furthermore, it is the occasion to recall some notions of the preterit and the present perfect.

Of course, they are not expected to know Sherlock Holmes but just the name and his function.

• Description of the tasks

First task
The first task will be a treasure hunt. The aim of this activity, at first sight, is to find clues about Sherlock Holmes 
and the theme to which he is related. A plan will be given to the pupils and indications to find the clues through 
classes and corridors. With these indications, their goal is to understand the indicative text which includes 
directions and also a plan. These clues are pictures they are going to match with words such as Sherlock Holmes’ 
pipe. The competences they will practice are the comprehension of a written text and vocabulary to express 
themselves about the theme. Moreover, this is the main task that renders the theme playful more than the trip 
because the teacher gives a certain kind of liberty to his/her pupils.

Second task
The second task is an extract from a game which is dealing with Sherlock Holmes. This scene shows how an 
investigation is happening with Holmes' methods so they will get an approach of the character himself. After 
watching the extract, they will have to fill the blanks of few sentences the teacher put in a gap fill exercise. Of 
course, the oral comprehension is required and worked in this task so they have to listen to the video carefully. In 
fact, the teacher will play the video one time without giving the paper and at least four other times to listen to 
peculiar sentences indicated on the sheet of paper they have to complete.

Third task
The third task will be actually a quizz with questions about Sherlock Holmes and literature around him. Reading a 
novel of Sherlock Holmes would be too much difficult so they are supposed to ask to their relatives or anyone 
questions about Sherlock Holmes. But they can also make research about the subject by surfing on the Internet. 
Some URLs will be provided to pupils in order to guide them and of course, they are in English. However, the 
questions are not provided until they have made their research. Reading several pages instead of searching for a 
few piece of information will develop their reading comprehension and not their partial reading. By the way, the 
test will not be graded because it is considered to be a help in order to gather some information. Moreover, we will 
not grade pupils on questions they would not expect. After pupils have completed this quizz, information they gave
on their copy will be shared to the class so all pupils will know the answer.



Fourth task
Pupils did view a lot about Sherlock Holmes and his inquiries in the previous tasks but he is not our one and only 
subject. Pupils must not forget the trip that is why the teacher is going to talk about the trip in itself in this last 
task before the trip. He or she will give a crossword about emblamatic places in London which have a link with 
Sherlock Holmes as well. However, this task is also an opportunity to give some examples about how to travel. 
Some verbs, nouns or adjectivs linked to travelling and transport will be put in this task.

Furthermore, the teacher put another exercise in which pupils have to reorganise some words in order to form a 
correct sentence. These sentences are not here by chance; they will help them during their trip or let's say, their 
visit in London because they are sentences which occur in everyday life. All the things they have acquired, 
syntactically and grammaticaly spoken, in previous years will help them to find the correct sentence and submit a 
translation to the rest of the class. Details could be important so they need to be concentrate and exploit a little bit
of their reading comprehension.

Final task
It occurs just after pupils have been in London. After they are back home, they must complete a log book which 
contains few questions about the trip. These questions are pretty similar to what they saw in class so it is just a 
kind of revision of their course but, of course, some questions are different. In this log book, the most important 
task is the writing of a report. They have to write at least one page about their impressions, remarks they want to 
add, extra-information they learnt during the trip and their visits etc. Anyhting about the trip. Written expression 
will be evaluate but also graded because they have to return their log book to their teacher.

The final task is divided in two parts and the second part is a presentation of a place or an exhibition they saw in 
London. It has to have a link with Sherloc Holmes and contains information they learnt during the trip. In addition, 
they could add extra-information they research on the Internet as well. It exploits their oral expression but their 
ability to recollect and sum up in at least three minutes whay they saw. The work must be done in groups, groups 
of two or three by the way.

• Scenario
All tasks in these courses leads to the final task the teacher will propose to her/his pupils because they prepare the organisation of 
the trip. In fact, the final task of this webquest is in fact a trip on the steps of Sherlock Holmes. Pupils will discover places about this 
famous character such as Baker Street or Scotland Yard and gather information about him but also about London for their culture. It 
may be the first time they travel in a foreign country so that must be entertaining to travel and not work, according to them. However
their attention is required because the teacher will give them a dossier they have to complete. The questions remain simple 
because for the major part, they are question they already saw in class. It would be too much cumbersome otherwise. The dossier 
is much more focused on the written production they have to write with their impressions. At the end of the trip, the teacher assumes
they have enough information to make an oral presentation about one thing they visited during this trip which is related to Sherlock 
Holmes.

• Goal
Thanks to this scenario, the main goal is to improve pupils' English culture which is neglected these days or at 
least, in the grammar's shadow. Discovering this particular character is interesting but, in fact, he is a pretext to 
explore more subjects that are still related such as London's locations or the leading of an inquiry.

Of course, they are going to travel. It sounds exciting and playful for them but the trip is a purpose to put the 
language they acquire through all the years in “collège” in a concrete and real context instead of talking with a 
teacher who is not a native as well. More than active English they would use in such a context, they will be 
confronted to a foreign country and that could be a bit impressive because it might be the first time they go in 
such a country. They must, during this trip, be responsible and develop their independence as young teenagers.



Apart from the trip and its oral competences, they will develop the latter with exercises and a final task in class. It 
will be the case for written competences too. Furthermore, easy vocabulary will be learnt in this programm to 
illustrate the notion. Comprehension of a map and Englisn indications will be in both in the first and final tasks in 
order to get their bearings in a specific location. As a result, they will be able to ask and find their way in an 
English perspective.

Their indepency as pupil could be evaluate by this scenario since they must make some research on their own and 
try to gather in a brief text what they learnt. Some tasks might appear difficult but they are not; it is just the 
teacher wanted to push his or her pupils in a higher level in order to anticipate the entrance in “seconde”.

• Grading
Pupils will be marked on the trip they made and not on the tasks the teacher created because they are just a 
preparation. Some things they saw in class will be required for the final task. The exam is divided into two tasks 
based on oral comprehension, written and oral expression but also fluency of their language.

The first one is during the trip during which they will attend some exhibitions in museums or visit famous places; 
the task they have to do is to complete some questions the teacher put in a dossier but also to talk about their 
impression about the trip in at least, one page. The second graded task is an oral presentation in pairs. As a matter
of fact, the teacher must grade the oral expression because the A2 accreditation is an oral exam. The work will be 
a presentation about a famous place pupils visited which must be made in class. Of course, pupils are able to have 
notes while presenting.

The first task represents eleven points and the second only nine because the first one involves more competences 
and more activities. The dossier contains a few questions about Sherlock Holmes and what they learnt during 
exhibitions etc. and it will represents four points of the grade.

The gradation of the report is much more complex because they are supposed to write with a correct English and 
share some vocabulary they learnt during our classes or the trip. It represents seven points in the grade.

•Grammar will be taken into acount and will represent three points

→ One point for the use of the preterit and present perfect

→ One point is devoted in the ability to express one's opinion in English

→ One pont and half are given but will be removed if too much syntactic and grammar errors are present 

in the dossier

•Orthograph represents one point and a half which will be removed depending of the number of mistakes

•One point and a half point is attributed for the vocabulary they gathered

•The last two points is given for the originality and the content of the report. It does not mean they have 
to make a complex report but that they are supposed to not write the same ideas as their colleague did. 
They should not find the same opinion for the same reasons.

As a result, the oral presentation represents eight points of the grade:

•One point for the grammar and syntactic mistakes once again and removed if there are too much.

•Two points are attributed to the reading and the fluency. Of course, they should have notes with them but
they are not supposed to read all the time but should preserve the eye-contact.

•Two points and a half for the research they made around it by going further. But information they learnt
during the trip must be included as well. Vocabulary is included in this section.

•One point and a half for a correct pronunciation

•One point for the team work
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